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Abstract
The usage of smart phones is increasing rapidly over the last few years. Due to their mobility and good connectivity, smartphones are increasing thrice as compared to PCs. However they are still constrained by limited processing power, memory and battery. Thus, the applications cannot be made very rich. In this paper we propose a framework for making the applications of these smartphones intelligent enough, to offload their compute intensive parts from the smart phone to the virtual image of the smartphone on the cloud thus using the unlimited resources of the cloud. By using this framework the application developers will be able to enhance the capabilities of the smart phones and will be empowered to make the applications even richer.
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I. Introduction
Cloud computing could be seen as a network service providing computational resources (hardware and software) on demand. A virtual pool of computational resources such as storage, CPU, networks, software etc. is created to fulfill the user’s resource requirement and provides on demand hardware and software. Cloud computing enables seamless access to the user applications and data from anywhere anytime in the world. Thus making the user free from the confines of a PC and making collaboration of people easier irrespective of their location. The way of storing information and running applications has changed drastically and is still changing due to the emergence of Cloud Computing. Portability and scalability are some of the major reasons for the wide spread of Cloud computing.

With the advent of cloud computing the idea of mobile cloud computing also came forward. Mobile cloud computing means that any intelligent terminal equipments such as cell phones and personal computers can obtain services in wireless environment, which is also called mobile cloud computing. Mobile cloud computing integrates the advantages of mobile computing, mobile internet and cloud computing.

Smartphones are mobile phones with advanced computing capability, connectivity and rich set of functionality. In a nutshell, a smartphone combines the functionalities of a phone, personal digital assistant (PDA) and a small computer. With the increasing popularity and a large number of developers developing applications for smartphones, the users of these phones have started using them for high end 3D gaming, to handle their finances i.e. internet banking and as their health and wellness managers (e.g. My Heart My Life app. for Android). These new applications could be very resource exhaustive and the phones have a limited memory, computational power and battery life. That’s why it makes good sense to offload the heavy applications to the Virtual Smartphone running on the cloud, thus saving the actual phone’s precious resources.

Most of the offloading techniques proposed use an application which needs to be installed in the phone, which makes the offloading decision for the other applications. Otherwise, changes are needed to be made at the operating system level. In the first case the application which is going to take the offloading decision for the other applications will be compute intensive and will impose overhead on the phone. Secondly, changes needed to be made at the O.S. level will not be practical. To fill these gaps, a different technique is proposed in this research which enables the application to take the offloading decision on its own. Using this technique the application developer will empower the applications to analyze the cost benefit of running itself on the phone versus the virtual smartphone on the cloud and then take the offloading decision.

II. Related Work
A. The Reviewed Offloading Schemes
Quite a few approaches have been proposed for offloading applications from a smartphone to the cloud, which includes offloading the complete application, offloading an application partially. Related work in the field of offloading applications from android phones to the cloud has been discussed below.

Quite a few approaches have been proposed for offloading applications from a smartphone to the cloud, which includes offloading the complete application, offloading an application partially. Related work in the field of offloading applications from android phones to the cloud has been discussed below.

Year 2009 witnessed the proposal of Augmented Smartphone Applications Through Clone Cloud Execution by Byung Gon Chun and Petros Maniatis. This research proposed to augment the smartphone’s capabilities by offloading an application partially or completely to a clone smartphone. A clone is a virtual system on the cloud running the same operating system as that of the phone using hardware from the cloud’s pool of hardware. The application is offloaded partially because only the part of the application which is compute intensive is to be offloaded and thus reducing the load on the smartphone. While the compute intensive part is being executed by the clone the actual phone executes the remaining application. After the clone is finished with the execution of the compute intensive part of the application it returns the results to the actual phone. The phone processes the results as required and provides the user with the results.

Following the vision provided by the above research, Byung Gon Chun et al. in the year 2011 implemented an architecture named Clone Cloud for offloading an application partially to its clone in the cloud. This scheme uses a partition analyzer which partitions the application to be offloaded for remote execution. The partition analyzer has a static analyzer which discovers the possible migration points and the constraints for migration and a dynamic profiler to build a cost model for execution and migration. The partition analyzer helps the migration unit to migrate and re-integrate the application at the chosen points. The migration unit
comprises of a migrator, node manager and a partition database. The migrator provides the part of application to be migrated to the node manager which migrates the part to the clone and an entry is made to the partition database which helps in re-integrating the partitioned application.

In the year 2011, a new approach of offloading the applications from android smartphone to the cloud was introduced by Eric Y. Chen and Misutaka Itoh named Virtual Smartphone over IP. In this approach the complete application was offloaded from the android smartphone to the cloud.

In 2012, Eric Y. Chen et al. introduced a framework for offloading heavy back-end tasks of a standalone android application to an android virtual machine in the cloud, which is an extension of Virtual Smartphone over IP. This architecture uses android interface definition language in order to offload without modifying the source code. This framework incorporates a dedicated server for each client to offload their application. This architecture divides an application into two parts i.e. GUI and a compute intensive component and it offloads only the compute intensive component to the android virtual machine. If the cost of remote execution is less than the cost of local execution then the service is offloaded otherwise it is not offloaded to the virtual android phone.

In 2010, Georgios Portokalidis et al. proposed a new scheme named Paranoid Android to provide security to android phones by applying security checks on remote security servers that host exact replicas of the smartphones in virtual environments. Another system named MAUI was introduced in 2010 by Eduardo Cuervo, Aruna Balasubramanian and Dae ki Cho. MAUI enables fine-grained energy aware offload of mobile’s code to a cloud infrastructure. MAUI uses code portability to create two versions of a smartphone application, one of which runs locally on the smartphone and the other runs remotely in the infrastructure. Managed code enables MAUI to ignore the differences in the instruction set architecture between today’s mobile devices (which typically have ARM-based CPUs) and servers (which typically have x86 CPUs).

In 2012, Aki Saarinen et al. proposed SmartDiet, a toolkit to identify the constraints that reduce offloading opportunities and to calculate the energy-saving potential of offloading communication related tasks.

III. Proposed Architecture

The goal of this framework is to make an application autonomous, which will offload itself from the smartphone to the smartphone image on the cloud to reduce the cost of running the application on the phone’s scarce resources. To achieve this goal an application will be divided into two major parts by the application developer at the time of application development i.e. a user interactive part which takes the inputs from the user and provides the output to the user and a compute intensive non interactive part which does the computations as shown in the figure 1.

4. Android Customization Required

Android operating system is needed to be modified for the schemes which may hinder its practical use, as any customization in the Android operating system will require collaboration with smartphone manufacturers and even Google.

B. Constraints in The Reviewed Scheme

1. Overhead

The proposed schemes use Controller, Partition Analyzer, Service Offloader etc. which need to be installed in the phone as a system software or an application software. These applications will make the offloading decision for the other applications by analyzing their binary. These applications will incur an overhead on the smartphone if the decision has to be made for a number of applications but only a few heavy applications need to be offloaded.

2. Security

The schemes discussed work at binary level. The binary modification requires changes in the program loader which in turn introduces security vulnerabilities.

3. Compatibility

The scheme is not compatible with applications written in native languages like C/C++, ...Net etc. because NDK (Native Development Kit) is not supported by the Helper tool.
Android Platform. The architecture consists of two parts, the smartphone side and the cloud side i.e. virtual smartphone side. The actual application will be installed on the smartphone side and the compute intensive part of the same application will be provided at the virtual smartphone side also. The working of each block in the framework is explained as follows:-

**Fig. 3.: Framework of Autonomous Computation Offloading Application for Android Phones.**

### A. Blocks on The Smartphone Side

1. **Instigator**
   The instigator unit validates the input provided by the user at the phone side in order to bypass the decision process if the input provided by the user is not in the required format or is corrupt.

2. **Cost Analyzer**
   Our cost analyzer considers the input size, energy consumption, battery status and internet connectivity to determine whether offloading the compute intensive part of a certain application would be beneficial or not.

3. **Decision Subsystem**
   The decision subsystem will take the offloading decision with the help of the inputs from the cost analyzer. If the cost of running the application on the cloud is less than the cost of running the application on the phone then the decision subsystem will initiate the offload manager which will in turn offload the application on to the virtual smartphone image on the cloud otherwise the application will continue running on the phone.

4. **Offload Manager**
   Offload manager keeps in account the IP address, port number or URL of the virtual smartphone on the cloud. According to our framework we assume that each smartphone user will be having its dedicated virtual smartphone using the resources of the cloud. We are not relying on opportunistic resources as most cyber foraging attempt to achieve. Dedicated resources are easily available through the cloud at very nominal cost. The offload manager will create the communication between the actual smartphone and the virtual smartphone.

5. **Output Manager**
   The output from the virtual smartphone will be sent to the output manager by the offload manager. Output manager will do any further processing of the output if needed.

### B. Blocks On The Cloud Side

1. **Offload Manager**
   The working of offload manager at virtual smartphone side will be slight different from the offload manager at actual smartphone side. The offload manager at virtual smartphone side will be maintaining a communication link with the smartphone’s offload manager and will be sharing information with the smartphone.

2. **Computational Unit**
   The computational unit will be responsible of running the compute intensive part of the application which is sending the data. Figure 4 shows the control flow diagram of the proposed framework depicting the working of the framework. The user initiates the application and gives the required inputs. The inputs are fed to the instigator for validation and to the cost analyzer to generate a cost model. Depending upon the inputs and the cost model prepared by the cost analyzer the decision subsystem takes the offloading decision i.e. if the cost of running the application on the cloud is less than the cost of running the application on the phone, then the application is offloaded to the cloud otherwise the application continues running on the phone itself. The output of the computation is provided to the user by the output unit.

**Fig. 4: Control Flow Diagram of the Proposed Framework**

### IV. Implementation

#### A. Simulation Methodology

The proposed architecture is implemented on Android OS version 2.3 as an Android native application framework. Any application being written in java for android OS version 2.2 can use these libraries.

To demonstrate the virtual device in The Cloud we are using Oracle VM Virtual Box to create the virtual smartphone on a Laptop. We evaluate the benefits of the proposed framework by developing a prime number generating application in java using our framework. We developed two prime number generating applications, one without our framework i.e. a simple application to run on the phone and another application which is capable of offloading its compute intensive part. The application is developed for Android OS in java using Eclipse as an IDE.
B. Results and Discussions

1. Measurement of Execution Time

To evaluate our framework we developed a prime number generator application. We ran that application on a phone i.e. monolithic execution without any offloading mechanism. We developed another application using our framework which could partition itself and offload to the virtual smartphone on the cloud. The prime number generator we developed takes the size of the prime number to be generated as an input in bits and gives the prime number as the output. Table 1 shows the time required to generate prime numbers ranging from 8 Bits to 1024 Bits.

Table 1.: Shows the Comparison of Execution time for a Prime Number Generator Application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT SIZE</th>
<th>EXECUTION TIME IN MILLISECONDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SMARTPHONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Bits</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 Bits</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Bits</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 Bits</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128 Bits</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256 Bits</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512 Bits</td>
<td>6114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024 Bits</td>
<td>95312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 Bits</td>
<td>238171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used Samsung Galaxy Y Duos Smart Phone whose configurations are mentioned in Table 1 to run our standalone monolithic application to generate prime numbers ranging between 8 to 1500 Bits. The autonomous computation offloading application was tested using the same smartphone as mentioned above and a Laptop to run the virtual smartphone. The offloading decision depends upon the amount of computation required and the current battery status. The amount of computation required is calculated by the input size provided to generate the prime numbers and the processing power of the smartphone. Table 1 shows the difference between the execution time required to generate the prime numbers. The disparity between columns 2 and 3 shows the opportunity to speed up the execution due to the difference between the cloud and phone’s resources.

2. Measurement of Battery Consumption And CPU Utilization

The key factors motivating the idea of offloading have been CPU and battery consumption. Thus, experiments were performed to analyze the battery consumption by the standalone application and the autonomous application using offloading techniques to generate prime numbers. To monitor the battery consumption by the applications we used a battery analyzer tool named Power Tutor. Power Tutor is a power estimation tool that has been implemented for Android platform smartphones. Power Tutor provides accurate, real-time power consumption estimates for power-intensive hardware components including CPU and LCD display as well as GPS, Wi-Fi, audio and cellular interfaces. It uses power models and automated characterization techniques.

As shown in table 2 the energy consumption by the standalone application is less when the input size is 128 bits because with this input size the autonomous application doesn’t offload its compute intensive part. As the input size goes on increasing, the autonomous application starts offloading its compute intensive part to the cloud thus the energy consumption reduces abruptly. Another factor worth noticing is that the energy consumption constitutes of the energy consumed by the LCD, CPU and the Wi-Fi connection. The phone’s battery power is mainly consumed by the LCD or the CPU.

These applications were tested for five input sizes starting from 128 bits to 1500 bits. With the input size of 128 bits the autonomous application decides to run the application monolithically on the phone and thus consumes even more energy than the standalone application because of the extra processing required for the decision making. As the input size keeps on increasing the energy consumption keeps on decreasing as the autonomous application decide to offload the compute intensive part to the virtual smartphone on the cloud.

V. Conclusion And Future Scope

Although several approaches for offloading an application from smart phone to the cloud to save the scarce resources of the smart phone have been proposed over the last few years, automated offloading of partial applications of android phones are still at an infant stage. The above literature survey reveals that a separate application is needed to offload applications by making changes at its binary level, but no study has been carried out on the effectiveness of offloading by making changes in the source code while developing an application, moreover the separate application needed to offload applications may incur overhead on the mobile phone in some cases. This research derives motivation from these concepts and it makes changes in the source code at the time of development to make an application autonomous which will offload itself from the smart phone to the cloud if required and thus eradicating the need of a separate application to make the offloading possible. As revealed by the above literature survey most of the approaches proposed use static as well as dynamic analysis to take the offloading decision. There is a good potential of reducing the overhead of offloading decision by just using static analysis, thus the framework proposed in this research uses static analysis. Furthermore, an extended framework is made using dynamic analysis and the comparison of computation overhead of both the frameworks i.e. the one using just static analysis and the other using dynamic analysis is done. The focus of the present work is to make an application based on a static or dynamic decision. Each time the application will run the decision will have to be taken by the application by doing the same analysis. However, for future extension the application can be made intelligent enough to learn
from the previously taken offloading decisions and thus reducing the overhead of analysis for offloading decision and improving the overall performance. We are also planning to incorporate security, privacy and trust related models in the proposed framework.
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